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Abstract—Quantum-Dot Cellular Automata (QCA) are an
emerging field-coupled nanotechnology with remarkable perfor-
mance and energy efficiency. In order to enable the exploration
of this technology, we propose a model for the logic synthesis
of QCA circuits that, for the first time, considers and abstracts
all main physical aspects—in particular, energy dissipation. To
this end, we review in detail how energy is dissipated in QCA
cells and present a corresponding environment that allows for
the estimation of the energy dissipation with respect to any
specific set of technology parameters. Based on that, we derive
a model for logic synthesis. A case study confirms the accuracy
of the proposed model and reveals that interconnections have a
significant impact in this technology—motivating a more rigorous
consideration. These findings eventually provide the basis for a
new generation of synthesis approaches at the logic level that are
explicitly dedicated to QCA systems.

Index Terms—Quantum-Dot Cellular Automata, Logic Synthe-
sis, Energy Dissipation, Field-Coupled Nanocomputing

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum-Dot Cellular Automata (QCA) [1] provide a
circuit technology based on Field-Coupled Nanocomput-
ing (FCN). Here, structures which are able to confine electric
charges, so called quantum dots, are arranged in a square-like
fashion so that free mobile electrons can move between them.
Since these electrons impose mutual repulsion due to Coulomb
interaction [2], they tend to locate themselves at opposite
corners of the square (i. e. at the top-left and bottom-right
position or the top-right and bottom-left position). By this,
these electrons assume stable states which are interpreted as
binary 0 and 1. Composing several of such squares to a
grid and additionally applying a dedicated clocking scheme
to control the mobility of the electrons allows to eventually
realize arbitrary Boolean functions. At the same time, this way
of representing and processing Boolean values and functions,
respectively, allows for systems with highest processing per-
formance and remarkably low energy dissipation [3], [4]—
making QCA a promising alternative to conventional inte-
grated circuit technologies.
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As a consequence, how to realize QCA circuits received
significant attention in the past: This includes numerous con-
tributions on their physical realization (see e. g. [5]–[8]), but
also first works on logic synthesis of QCA circuits have
been presented (see e. g. [9]–[13]). The latter contributions are
essential since, as for conventional circuitry, complex systems
can eventually only be realized with the help of efficient
design methods. While logic synthesis represents a key step
of the design, corresponding methods for logic synthesis of
QCA systems are still in an early stage. Although initial QCA
designs realizing arithmetic circuits, processors, and FPGAs
have been proposed in [14], [15], and [16], respectively, these
designs have been derived manually.

At the same time, automatic logic synthesis for QCA
circuits is a non-trivial task as it requires a comprehensive
consideration of different aspects, namely:

• The functional level, i. e. models and methods respec-
tively describing and generating a netlist of the circuit to
be realized. Here, solutions for conventional circuitry can
be re-used, such as the description of logic functions in
terms of (conventional) gate libraries or approaches for
automatic logic synthesis [17].

• The physical level, i. e. models and methods respectively
describing and evaluating the costs of a circuit (or com-
ponents thereof) in terms of area, delay, and energy
dissipation. Here, rather advanced solutions already exist
for area (e. g. defined by the grid size of the QCA cir-
cuit) and delay (e. g. resulting from the applied clocking
scheme) [11], [18]. However, for energy dissipation no
proper model applicable for the automatic design of QCA
circuits exists yet—although energy efficiency is one of
the major benefits of this technology.

• The geometric level, i. e. models and methods respectively
describing and generating the layout of the QCA circuit
(e. g. its pin locations, gate placement, or interconnection
routing). Here, solutions as proposed in [13], [19] have
already been applied.

Most logic synthesis methods for QCA circuits (e .g. as pro-
posed in [9]–[13], [18], [20]) indeed follow this separation of
concerns and consider these levels separately. More precisely,
they follow a two-stage design flow in which the desired
function is synthesized first in terms of a conventional cir-
cuit (utilizing the accomplishments in automatic logic design
developed for conventional circuits in the past decades such
as [17], [21]). Afterwards, the resulting (conventional) circuit
is mapped into a proper QCA circuit using corresponding
building blocks.
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This flow explicitly decouples the two stages, i. e. the actual
synthesis step is basically technology-independent and does
not consider any QCA-related objectives, while the mapping
step usually does not change the netlist generated by the first
step, e. g. in order to better satisfy geometric constraints or
improve the physical cost. While issues such as area and delay
(for the physical level) are already covered to some extent
by given implementations of the logic functions, particularly
energy dissipation is hardly considered in the first step.

As a consequence, conventional circuit descriptions are
frequently mapped into QCA circuits which are optimized with
respect to conventional cost metrics such as the number of
gates, delay, etc., but may not be very suited for QCA systems
and their energy dissipation. Obviously, this is crucial for a
technology that is mainly motivated by its energy efficiency.

In this work, we are addressing this issue by lifting the
consideration of energy dissipation in QCA designs from the
physical level to the functional level. To this end, we first
review in detail how energy is dissipated in QCA circuits
and what technology parameters have an effect on energy
dissipation. Based on this, we provide a methodology as well
as a corresponding tool that allows for the estimation of the
energy dissipation with respect to any specific set of tech-
nology parameters. A case study shows that the determined
energy dissipation for important building blocks is suitable as
a cost function, i. e. the values can be used to approximate
the energy dissipation of larger circuits that are made up from
these blocks.

For the first time, this leads to an energy-aware model for
the logic synthesis of QCA designs which comprehensibly
does not only cover a gate library of elementary building
blocks to be used in order to realize arbitrary complex
functionality but also provides proper, technology-specific cost
functions for area, delay, and, in particular, energy dissipation
which can be adapted to the parameters of the target tech-
nology. Moreover, as a consequence of the resulting model
we unveil that, in contrast to logic synthesis for conventional
circuitry, interconnections have significant physical costs in
QCA and all synthesis approaches generating QCA circuits
should consider them. These findings eventually provide the
basis for more dedicated automatic logic synthesis methods
for this promising technology.

In the remainder of this work, the proposed model is
introduced as follows: First, the basics on QCA are reviewed
in the next section. Afterwards, the energy dissipation of QCA
cells is investigated in detail in Section III. This includes
a precise description of the methodology and the tool that
are used to compute the actual energy dissipation of QCA
circuits. These findings are eventually utilized to formulate the
proposed model in Section IV—constituting the main result
of this work. Afterwards, the accuracy of the model and the
impact of interconnections are discussed in Section V. Finally,
the work is concluded in Section VI.

II. QUANTUM-DOT CELLULAR AUTOMATA

Quantum-Dot Cellular Automata (QCA) are a field-coupled
nanotechnology that conducts computations fundamentally
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Fig. 1: QCA states and operations

differently from today’s technologies. Information is stored in
terms of the polarity of small cells and can be propagated to
adjacent cells using electrostatic force (Coulomb interaction).

More precisely, a QCA cell is typically composed of four
quantum dots which are able to confine an electric charge [22],
[23]. These quantum dots are arranged at the corners of a
square, such as depicted in Fig. 1. Further, each cell contains
two free and mobile electrons (illustrated by black dots in
Fig. 1) which are able to tunnel between adjacent dots.
Tunneling to the outside of the cell is prevented by a potential
barrier and also tunneling within the cell can temporarily be
prevented—leading to a stable state. As the electrons within a
cell experience mutual repulsion due to Coulomb interaction,
they tend to locate at opposite corners of the square in these
cases. Consequently, an isolated cell may be in one of two
stable energy states (termed as cell polarizations) P = −1
and P = +1 as shown in Fig. 1a. This allows for an encoding
of binary information by identifying P = −1 with a binary 0
and P = +1 with a binary 1.

Moreover, when placed close to each other, the polarization
of one cell influences the polarization of the other—again
by Coulomb interaction. This causes electrons to avoid to be
located in neighboring quantum dots. Exploiting this effect
allows for the realization of wires as well as logic gates.

Example 1. Based on the concepts introduced above, the
following circuit elements can easily be realized:

• A wire as shown in Fig. 1b, where e. g. a 1-state is
propagated through several cells by Coulomb interaction
(here, from left to right).

• An inverter as shown in Fig. 1c, where e. g. a 1-state is
copied to two paths, which then are combined diagonally,
such that the 1-state is inverted to a 0-state (again, from
left to right).

• A majority gate as shown in Fig. 1d, where e. g. a single
0-state from input a competes with two 1-states coming
from inputs b and c. The output follows the majority of
the input states and, thus, becomes a 1-state in this case.

Note that further classical logic operations such as OR and
AND gates can easily be derived from the majority gate by
locking one of its inputs to a 1-state (yielding an OR) or 0-state
(yielding an AND).
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Fig. 2: QCA wire with cells in four clock zones

In order to execute these and more complex logic opera-
tions, a dedicated clocking is required which, starting with the
initialization of the QCA cells, properly propagates the data
from cell to cell and avoids metastable states [24]. To this end,
an external clock is employed which consists of four phases
and regulates the interdot barriers within a QCA cell such
that the cell can be polarized or not. In the so-called relax
phase, the cell is depolarized. During the following switch
phase, the interdot barriers are raised while a new input is
being applied. Consequently, the cell polarizes into one of
the two antipodal states. In the following hold phase, the cell
keeps its polarization and acts as input for adjacent cells which
are in the switch phase. During the final release phase, the
interdot barriers are lowered thereby removing the previous
polarization of the cell.

Usually, four different clock signals shifted by one/two/three
phases are provided for this purpose [25]. Further, cells are
grouped in clock zones, whereby each zone is controlled by
one of the four clock signals. The data flow is controlled by
placing adjacent clock zones such that the cells which shall
pass their data are in hold phase when the cells that shall
receive the data are in switch phase. An example illustrates
the concepts.

Example 2. Consider Fig. 2 showing a QCA wire with cells in
four different clock zones. When clock zone 2 is in the switch
phase, then clock zone 1 is in the hold phase. Thus, in this
clock phase, cells in clock zone 2 polarize according to the
polarization of the adjacent cells in clock zone 1. During the
next clock phase, clock zone 2 changes to hold, while clock
zone 3 is in switch. Consequently, data is passed from zone 2
to 3, similar to a pipeline structure.

Because of this clocking scheme, logic operations such as
reviewed in Example 1 and Fig. 1 must be arranged in a
fashion that respects the corresponding timing, i. e. such that
data is properly passed from one block to another. To this
end, usually a fix arrangement of clock zones is imposed on a
QCA layout where each clock zone contains 5× 5 QCA cells
(following the proposal from [26]–[28]).

Example 3. Consider the two clocking schemes depicted in
Fig. 3. Both schemes define a grid of clock zones, or tiles,
which are consecutively numbered from 1 to 4, whereby the
clock signals of consecutive zones differ by a phase-shift of
one phase. The grids are organized such that each clock zone
has at least one neighboring zone that can provide data and
one that can receive data. The possible data flows between
adjacent clock zones are indicated by arrows.

Given the introduced concepts, complex designs can be
realized by mapping conventional circuits onto QCA.
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Fig. 3: Exemplary clocking schemes
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Fig. 4: Multiplexer circuit mapped to a QCA grid

Example 4. Consider the multiplexer (MUX)
function f = as+ bs̄ to be realized. Using conventional
design tools, a gate level representation of this function as
shown in Fig. 4a results. Mapping this netlist to QCA logic
operations (see Fig. 1) and a QCA clocking scheme as shown
in Fig. 4b properly satisfies all logic and timing constraints,
i. e. the desired function is implemented and the output of one
clock zone is always propagated to the input of a clock zone
containing the next operation or wire.

III. ENERGY DISSIPATION
OF QUANTUM-DOT CELLULAR AUTOMATA

This sections discusses in detail the energy behavior of
QCA cells and presents a tool that enables the estimation
of the actual energy dissipation of QCA circuits. In order
to faithfully model the physical behavior of a QCA cell
(including its energy dissipation), it is necessary to consider
not only the cell’s polarization but its complete quantum-
level state. Therefore, we begin this section with a review
of the state-of-the-art quantum-level modeling of QCA cell
behavior. Next, the resulting description of the energy behavior
is detailed followed by the introduction of the developed tool
for the estimation of energy dissipation in QCA circuits.

A. Quantum-Level Behavior of QCA Cells

Each QCA cell has two associated states: one describes the
cell’s actual energy state in terms of its density matrix ρ̂. The
other one is called steady-state and describes which state the
cell should “ideally” have and will try to assume (as it has the
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lowest possible energy) [29]. The steady-state depends on the
polarizations of neighboring cells as well as the cell’s current
tunneling behavior. Once these parameters are changed, the
cell tries to follow the (accordingly changed) steady-state as
closely as possible.

Assuming QCA cells with four dots and two completely
polarized states P = ±1, the density matrix ρ̂ of a QCA cell
at any given point in time, i. e. its actual quantum (energy)
state, has dimension 2× 2. For convenience, it is represented
in terms of the associated coherence vector ~λ = (λx, λy, λz)
which represents ρ̂ in the coordinates of the Pauli operators
σx, σy , σz , i. e. λi = Tr(ρ̂σi) [30]. By this, the polarization Pi
of a cell i can be identified with the expectation value of the
Pauli spin operator or, equivalently, with the third component
of the coherence vector [29], [31]:

Pi = −〈σ̂z〉ρ := −Tr(ρ̂σz) = −λz. (1)

The factors that affect the steady-state of a cell i, i. e. the
interplay with neighbored cells as well as modifications to the
tunneling energy (controlled by the clock), are described by
the Hamiltonian [29], [32]

Ĥi =

[
− 1

2Φ −γ
−γ 1

2Φ

]
, (2)

where γ is the tunneling energy between two neighboring
dots in the same cell and Φ :=

∑
j∈N(i)E

i,j
kinkPj models

the Coulombic interactions with cells from the neighborhood
N(i) of the cell. More precisely, this interaction depends on
the other cells’ polarization Pj as well as the so-called “kink
energy” Ei,jkink (between two cells i and j) which quantifies
the energy cost of both cells having opposite polarizations1.

In order to construct the steady-state coherence vector ~λss
from the cell’s Hamiltonian, we project it onto the Pauli basis
in a similar fashion as this was done above for the density
matrix. More precisely, we construct the real-valued three-
dimensional energy vector ~Γ [29], [33] whose components are
given by Γi = Tr(Ĥσ̂i)

~ , where ~ means the reduced Planck
constant, i. e.

~Γ =
1

~
[−2γ, 0,Φ] . (3)

Following [29], [33], the steady-state coherence vector ~λss
is then given by

~λss = −
~Γ

|~Γ|
tanh ηth (4)

1Note that the above Hamiltonian solely considers Coulombic interactions
amongst nearby cells and ignores intercellular entanglement effects between
cells. The authors in [32] and [31] discuss this simplification and conclude
that this so-called intercellular Hartree approximation is adequate for quasi-
adiabatic time evolution. This observation is also partially validated by
experimental work on QCA-like systems [5], [7]. However, it has been pointed
out the weakness of this approximation to model depolarization effects,
especially for long wires, i. e. wires with more than five QCA cells, and
long clock phases [31].

with |~Γ| =
√

4γ2 + (Φ)2, also known as the Rabi fre-
quency [34], and ηth refers to the thermal ratio with

ηth =
~|~Γ|

2kBT
, (5)

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant and T refers to the
temperature.

Using this notation, the dynamic behavior of a QCA cell,
i. e. the quantum state evolution towards the steady-state, is
then modeled by the following equation [29], [32]:

d

dt
~λ = ~Γ× ~λ− 1

τ

(
~λ− ~λss

)
(6)

Here, the first part d
dt
~λ = ~Γ×~λ (where × denotes cross/vector

product) describes the ideal evolution according to the Liou-
ville equation—without dissipative effects. In practice, how-
ever, the change of the quantum state (relaxation) is damped
and some portion of the energy is dissipated to the environ-
ment. To this end, the dissipative component − 1

τ (~λ − ~λss)
models the interaction of the QCA cell with the thermal
bath in a relaxation-time approximation where τ denotes the
technology-dependent relaxation time [29], [33].

Overall, Eq. (6) describes how a cell’s state changes towards
its steady-state w.r.t. the time constant τ [31]. The lower the
value of this technology-dependent parameter, the higher the
energy dissipation of the QCA cell [31], [33].

B. Energy Behavior of QCA Cells

Using the quantum-level modeling of QCA cell behavior
presented above, we can now turn to the actual energy
analysis. This analysis has to be conducted over complete
clock cycles. In the beginning of a clock cycle, each QCA
cell is depolarized. Energy is taken from the clock as well as
from neighboring cells in order to achieve the polarized state
induced by the polarization of the neighboring cells. Most of
this energy is restored to the clock as well as distributed to
the neighboring cells until the cell becomes depolarized again
at the end of the clock cycle. However, as discussed above,
some portion of the energy dissipates to the environment.

In the following, we investigate how the different energies
can be measured. By definition, the current energy E of a
QCA cell at any time is given via the expectation value of its
Hamiltonian Ĥ w.r.t. the current density matrix ρ̂ [29]:

E = 〈Ĥ〉ρ̂ := Tr(ρ̂Ĥ) (7)

Noting that Ĥ = −γσx + 1
2Φσz and exploiting linearity of

the Tr operator, this can be re-written and simplified as

E = Tr(ρ̂(−γσx +
1

2
Φσz))

= −γ Tr(ρ̂σx) +
1

2
Φ Tr (ρ̂σz)

= −γλx +
1

2
Φλz

=
~
2

[
1

~
(−2γλx + 0 · λy + Φλz)

]
=

~
2
~Γ · ~λ,

(8)
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where the · in the last row (as well as in the following
equations) denotes scalar product.

The instantaneous power P can then be described by

P =
d

dt
E =

d

dt

(
~
2
~Γ · ~λ

)
(9)

and the total energy dissipation Etotal of a QCA cell during a
complete clock cycle with period Tclk eventually is given as

Etotal =

∫ t0+Tclk

t0

Pdt′

=
~
2

∫ t0+Tclk

t0

(
d

dt
~Γ · ~λ+

d

dt
~λ · ~Γ

)
dt′.

(10)

The first summand in the integrand of Eq. (10) is the product
of the derivate of the energy vector of the cell, given in
Eq. (3), and the coherence vector. This term refers to the
energy transfer with the clock (Eclk) as well as neighboring
cells (EIO) during a clock cycle [29], [33], i. e.

Eclk + EIO =
~
2

∫ t0+Tclk

t0

(
d

dt
~Γ · ~λ

)
dt′ (11)

with

Eclk =
1

2

∫ t0+Tclk

t0

(
d

dt
(−2γ) · λx

)
dt′ (12)

and

EIO =
1

2

∫ t0+Tclk

t0

(
d

dt
Φ · λz

)
dt′, (13)

where λx and λz refer to the x and z components of the
coherence vector ~λ.

The second summand in the integrand of Eq. (10) is the
product of the derivate of the coherence vector and the
energy vector and captures the energy transfer Eenv with
the environment during a clock cycle. Eenv is the actually
dissipated energy of a QCA cell during a clock cycle and can
be determined via integrating Eqs. (3), (4) and (6) into the
second term of Eq. (10), i. e.

Eenv =
~
2

∫ t0+Tclk

t0

(
d

dt
~λ · ~Γ

)
dt′

=
~
2

∫ t0+Tclk

t0

[
~Γ ·
(
~Γ× ~λ

)
− 1

τ

(
~Γ · ~λ+ ~Γ ·

~Γ

|~Γ|
tanh ηth

)]
dt′

= − ~
2τ

∫ t0+Tclk

t0

[(
~Γ · ~λ+ |~Γ| tanh ηth

)]
dt′

=
~
2τ

∫ t0+Tclk

t0

[
(2γ) · λx − Φ · λz

−
√

4γ2 + Φ2 tanh ηth

]
dt′,

(14)

where we use that ~Γ·~Γ = |~Γ|2 as well as that the term ~Γ·(~Γ×~λ)
vanishes, since ~Γ×~λ is always orthogonal to ~Γ and, thus, the
scalar product yields 0.

While the above Eqs. (12)-(14) explicitly describe how to
calculate the energy terms of interest, there is one further
equation that becomes useful for estimating the actual preci-
sion/error of the calculations. In fact, assuming that the system
is always going towards the thermal steady-state, as indicated
in [31] and [29], the energy terms must sum to zero, i. e.

Etotal = Eenv + Eclk + EIO = 0. (15)

C. Tool for Energy Analysis

The considerations provided above now allow for a precise
evaluation of the energy dissipation in QCA circuits. Thus far,
the approach presented in [33] is considered state-of-the-art
for this purpose. However, this method comes with major
shortcomings as it e. g. solely focuses on determining upper
bounds for the energy dissipation. Therefore, the authors
reduced the formula for estimation of the energy transfer
between QCA cell and environment (see Eq. (14)) under the
assumption of non-adiabatic clocking, i. e. abrupt switching
of the clock signal [1]. As a consequence, the modeling
of adiabatic clocking, a fundamental requirement for a low
energy dissipation, is not supported. Further, the authors
assume that a QCA cell can solely possess the polarizations
+1 and -1 (ignoring any intermediate values) and support only
very limited manipulation of the technology parameters.

In order to overcome these drawbacks, we chose to
integrate the above model for energy analysis into the
QCADesigner [35], [36] which is widely applied for the design
and simulation of QCA circuits. This tool is well-suited as
it permits the definition of material, design and simulation
parameters (which are listed with their standard values in
Table I), but even more as the built-in Coherence Vector
Simulation Engine (CVSE) already implements the quantum
state model reviewed in Section III-A.

The CVSE is a fixed time step transient analysis. In each
iteration step new values for the components of the coherence
vector ~λ and the tunneling energy γ are calculated. While
the latter is directly related to the clock signal, which is
defined externally, the components of ~λ are estimated by
numerically solving the differential equation shown in Eq. (6).
As mentioned above, the polarization corresponds to the
third component of ~λ, while the kink energies Ekink are
precomputed values following from the design architecture2.

In order to incorporate energy analysis, we added to each
iteration step the estimation of the differential values of all
energy components defined in equations (12)-(14). In the
resulting tool, which we term QCADesigner-E3, we further
enabled the configuration of a more realistic clock signal with
Gaussian shaped slopes (rather than the standard ramp slopes)
and also changed the characteristics of stimulated input signals

2The kink energy of a pair of cells is a static measure and can be estimated
via the electrostatic interaction between all the charges of both cells with:

Ei,jkink = 1
4πε0εr

(∑4
L=1

∑4
M=1

q
i,1
M
q
j,1
L
−qi,1

M
q
j,−1
L

|di,j
M,L
|

)
, where ε0 refers

to the permittivity in vacuum, εr is the relative permittivity of the material
used to fabricate the QCA cell, |di,jM,L| means the distance between the dots
M and L of cells i and j, and qc,polD is the value of the charge in dot D in
cell c if c has polarization Pc = pol.

3The tool has been made publicly available as open-source at [38].
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TABLE I: Adjustable Technology Parameters

(a) Parameters of standard QCADesigner

Parameter Description Standard Value

Size Size of a quantum dot 5 nm

Cell area Dimensions of each cell 18 nm x 18 nm

Cell distance Distance between two
cells

20 nm

Layer distance Distance between QCA
layers in case of multi-
layer crossing [37]

11.5 nm

τ Relaxation time 1E-15 s

γH Max. saturation energy of
clock signal

9.8E-22 J

γL Min. saturation energy of
clock signal

3.8E-23 J

εr Relative permittivity of
material for QCA system

12.9∗

Temp Operating temperature 1 K

reffect Maximum distance be-
tween cells whose interac-
tion is considered

80 nm†

∗ Relative permittivity of GaAs and AlGaAs
† Interaction effects between two cells decays inversely with the fifth

power of its distance

(b) Additional parameters in QCADesigner-E

Parameter Description Standard Value

Tγ Period of the clock signal 10E-12 s

γslope Rise and fall time of the
clock signal slopes

1E-12 s

γshape Shape of clock signal slopes
[RAMP/GAUSSIAN]

GAUSSIAN

Tin Period of the input signals 10E-12 s

Tsim Total simulation time 80E-12 s

Tstep Time interval of each itera-
tion step

1E-17 s

such that their behavior is closer to a clocked QCA cell. More
precisely, the polarization of input cells follows the phase of
the related clock signal and is no longer constant throughout
a complete clock cycle, as shown in Fig. 5. Nonetheless, in
order to allow for a realistic energy analysis we additionally
cascade this still somehow artificial signal and rather emulate
an interaction with neighboring QCA structures by placing a
few buffer cells between the stimulated inputs and the actual
inputs of the considered design (the resulting test bench is
shown in Fig. 6). Clearly, these cells have to be excluded
from the overall energy analysis.

The energy dissipation of the whole circuit is eventually
calculated via the summation of the Eenv values for all QCA
cells (with the exception of the cells excluded from energy
analysis). As the integration interval starts with the rising
slope of the clock, the dissipation of each clock zone is
calculated individually before the values of all zones are added
accordingly.

time
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+1
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γL 
γH 
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in new clock cycle
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clock phase

Input cell

P
c0

‐1

+1

γ 

γL 
γH 

c0 c1
P
c1

‐1

+1

t0 t1=Tclk/2 Tclk

0

0

0

Fig. 5: Polarizations of QCA input cells in the standard
QCADesigner (Pin QD) and the enhanced QCADesigner-E
simulator (Pin QD−E) in dependence of the clock signal γ.
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4 3 2 1
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14
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2
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Fig. 6: Test bench for characterization of QCA gates.

D. Validation of the Tool

In the following, we present the investigations that were per-
formed to validate the results of the proposed QCADesigner-E
tool with respect to the energy modeling from Section III-B.

To this end, recall that the energy dissipation of a QCA cell,
i. e. its energy transfer with the environment, is calculated over
a complete clock cycle, as indicated in Eq. (14). The related
error εenv of this value, caused by internal rounding errors and
inadequate iteration step lengths (see Table I), follows from
Eq. (15) as

εenv = Eenv − (Eclk + EIO). (16)

In order to keep this error small, we determined the appro-
priate value of the time interval Tstep of each iteration step
for the standard parameter configuration listed in Table Ia.
For this purpose, we implemented several test circuits and
varied Tstep depending on the relaxation time τ from 0.1τ
to 0.001τ , i. e. from 1E-16 s to 1E-18 s. Table II lists the
obtained results. It can be concluded that an iteration step
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TABLE II: Error of estimated energy dissipation for different iteration step intervals. Wx y means a wire with x cells and
y cells in each clock zone.

Circuit Tstep = 1E-16 s Tstep = 1E-17 s Tstep = 1E-18 s
Eenv [eV] |εenv | [eV] |εenv | [%] Eenv [eV] |εenv | [eV] |εenv | [%] Eenv [eV] |εenv | [eV] |εenv | [%]

W4 1 2.00E-4 1.98E-5 9.90 % 2.20E-4 2.07E-6 0.94 % 2.20E-4 2.70E-7 0.12 %
W8 8 2.60E-4 2.40E-5 9.23 % 2.90E-4 2.53E-6 0.87 % 2.90E-4 3.60E-7 0.12 %
W8 2 2.30E-4 2.00E-5 8.70 % 2.60E-4 2.10E-6 0.81 % 2.60E-4 2.60E-7 0.10 %
W16 2 2.90E-4 2.20E-5 7.59 % 3.30E-4 2.33E-6 0.71 % 3.30E-4 2.70E-7 0.08 %

TABLE III: Comparison of analytical and simulation results
for selected test cases

Test Description
Analytical

result [meV]

Simulation

result [meV]

Cells c0 and c1, Pc0 changes from
0 to 1 to 0 as Dirac pulse, both cells
in same clock zone, full clock cycle

Ec0,c1IO = 0.67 Ec0,c1IO = 0.68

Cells and c0 and c1, Pc0 changes
from -1 to 1 as Dirac pulse, both
cells in same clock zone, full clock
cycle

Ec0,c1IO = 0.17 Ec0,c1IO = 0.18

Cells c0 and c1, Pc0 changes from
-1 to 1 as Dirac pulse, c0 in clock
zone 1 and c1 in zone 3, full clock
cycle

Ec0,c1IO = 1.47 Ec0,c1IO = 1.48

Cells c0 and c1, Pc0 changes with
γslope from -1 to 1, both cells in
same clock zone, full clock cycle

Ec0,c1IO =0.34 Ec0,c1IO = 0.36

Cells c0 and c1, Pc0 changes with
γslope from -1 to 1, both cells in
same clock zone, halve clock cycle

Ec1clk = 5.7 Ec1clk = 5.6

time of 1E-17 s = 0.01τ offers a good trade-off between
simulation time and calculation error, having in mind that the
simulation time increases linearly with the reduction of the
iteration step length. Consequently, all following analyses have
been executed with Tstep = 0.01τ .

Next, we constructed several test cases for which precise
values for the energy flow could be derived analytically and
compared those with the results of the tool. To this end, we
focused solely on the estimation of the energy transfer between
cells (EIO) and with the clock signal (Eclk). Both require
similar calculation steps as Eenv , but the analytic calculations
are much shorter and simpler. The following example shall
demonstrate the nature of this study.

Example 5. This test case relates to the estimation of the
energy transfer Ec0,c1IO between two cells c0 and c1, during the
change of polarization of the input cell c0 as depicted in Fig. 7
using the parameters listed in Table Ia. For simplification, we
assume that the change of the polarization Pc0 of c0 can be
modeled with steep pulse slopes such that the differential dΦ

dt
is only non-zero at the time the input changes. Further, we
can reduce the term tanh ηth to 1 due to the low ambient
temperature of T = 1 K (see also Eq. (5)). Given the
parameters in Table Ia, the kink energy between c0 and c1
results to Ec0,c1kink = 1.48E-3 eV. Hence, the minimal and
maximal energies of the clock signal can be expressed as
γH = 4.33Ec0,c1kink and γL = 0.16Ec0,c1kink . Further, we assume
that at t0 and t1 = t0 +Tclk/2, both cells are in steady-state.
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Fig. 7: Polarization Pc0 and Pc1 of input cell c0 and cell c1
and related clock signal γ.

Using Eq. (13) the expected energy results to:

Ec0,c1IO =
1

2

t1∫
t0

dΦ

dt
dt′ · ~λc1ss,z +

1

2

t0+Tclk∫
t1

dΦ

dt
dt′ · ~λc1ss,z

=
∆Pc0 · Ec0,c1kink

2

Φ(t0) · tanh ηth√
Φ(t0)

2
+ (2γ (t0))

2

+
∆Pc0 · Ec0,c1kink

2

Φ(t1) · tanh ηth√
Φ(t1)

2
+ (2γ (t1))

2

= 0 +
1 · Ec0,c1kink

2

−1 · Ec0,c1kink√(
Ec0,c1kink

)2

+
(

0.32Ec0,c1kink

)2

= −0.67E-3 eV

(17)

This value is very similar to the simulated result -0.68E-3 eV
of the QCADesigner-E tool.

Table III lists executed tests and its analytical and simulation
results which show only negligible differences. Although this
study does not allow for a quantitative validation, its results
can be understood as relevant indicators for the correctness of
the implemented analysis tool.

IV. RESULTING MODEL FOR LOGIC SYNTHESIS

Based on the findings from the previous section, now the
desired model for logic synthesis is derived which should
replace conventional metrics used thus far and, by this, allow
for a more dedicated logic synthesis of QCA circuits. To
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Fig. 8: Layout of interconnection elements and standard gates of characterized library (adapted from [39]).

this end, we still assume the established design paradigms
that (1) the elementary building blocks considered for syn-
thesis are given by the standard gates introduced in [39] and
depicted in Fig. 8 as well as that (2) a tile-based clocking
scheme [26]–[28], [40] is employed. Finally, we follow the
geometric model as proposed in [39] and also depicted in
Fig. 8. Within this context and as motivated in Section I, the
remaining issue is how to additionally incorporate a proper
abstraction of the physical constraints into the model, i. e. area,
delay, and energy dissipation. For area and delay, we utilized
previously proposed solutions, namely:

• Area is defined by the amount of tiles a gate is occupying,
whereas surrounded but not applied tiles are counted
as well. That means, simple gates like an Inverter or
Majority, depicted in Fig. 8f and 8g, have an area of 1,
while the multiplexer as shown in Fig. 8m has area costs
of 9. It should be noted that the area of a gate is not
always defined in a rectangular fashion. For example, the
area cost of the D-Latch shown in Fig. 8n is 11 (i. e. the
right-bottom tile does not contribute to the area as it could
be used by another element or wire).

• The gate delay is the time a signal requires to pass from a
gate input to an output, whereas each input/output pair is
called timing arc. The QCA gate delay is independent of
the input signals, because there is no difference in the tim-
ing behavior for polarizations P = −1 and P = +1 [1].
Also, input slope and output load, known from logic gates
in CMOS technologies, can be ignored in QCA circuits.
This can be explained by the deterministic behavior
of a clock zone, as by definition, the polarizations of
all cells in a clock zone are stabilized during a clock
phase [1]. Consequently, the gate delay follows from the
clock frequency and the amount of clock zones, i. e. tiles,

between gate input and output. That means, the delays
for all timing arcs of gates that occupy just one tile, like
Majority or AND, are 1. In case of more complex gates
like the D-Latch, the delays for the timing arcs might
differ.

This leaves the question how energy dissipation is ab-
stracted. As stated above, the findings from Section III are
utilized for this purpose. Recall that the energy dissipation of
a gate depends on the particular inputs as well as the applied
clocking scheme (as well as other technology parameters). As
a consequence, the energy dissipation of each gate can be
estimated for fast clock signals with steep slopes as well as
slow signals with smooth slopes that explore the adiabaticity
of the system (see also Section III-B). Hence, we provide
corresponding energy dissipation values for applications with
short delays but high energy dissipation as well as for designs
with longer delays but reduced energy dissipation. As a
mixture of both modes can only be coordinated on higher
abstraction layers, it is not considered here.

Eventually, this results in a model as shown in Table IV.
Here, for each interconnection element such as wires and
fanout as well as for each gate type, the respectively needed
area (with respect to the number of tiles), the delay (distin-
guished for each timing arc between the input signals A,B,C
and the output signal Z), as well as the energy consumption
(with respect to all possible input assignments) are listed. As
discussed above, we provide numbers for two different modes
(a regular mode with fclk = 25 GHz and a fast mode with
fclk = 100 GHz). Note that, in case other clock frequencies
(or any other differing technology parameters) are supposed
to be applied, these numbers will change and the developed
tool QCADesigner-E (presented in Section III) can be used
to determine the respective values based on the findings from
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TABLE IV: Energy-aware model for the logic synthesis of Quantum-Dot Cellular Automataa

Delayd Energy Dissipation [meV]
[clk zones]

Regular mode (fclk = 25 GHz) Fast mode (fclk = 100 GHz)
with respect to the following input assignments with respect to the following input assignments

A
re

a
[t

ile
s]
c

A
→
Z

B
→
Z

C
→
Z

000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111
Wirestraight 1 1 0.09 0.09 0.82 0.82

Wirebent 1 1 0.10 0.10 0.84 0.84

In
te

rc
on

n.
E

le
m

en
t

Wire pair 1 1 0.17 0.17 0.17 0. 17 1.60 1.61 1.61 1.60
Fanout 1 1 0.12 0.12 1.15 1.15

Crossover 1 1 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 2.57 2.58 2.58 2.57
Inverter 1 1 0.13 0.13 1.19 1.19
Majority 1 1 1 1 0.15 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.15 1.41 1.77 1.78 1.77 1.77 1.78 1.77 1.41

OR 1 1 1 0.18 0.79 0.79 0.12 1.30 1.52 1.54 1.19
AND 1 1 1 0.12 0.79 0.79 0.18 1.19 1.54 1.53 1.30

L
og

ic
G

at
eb

NOR 2 2 2 0.31 0.92 0.92 0.25 2.49 2.72 2.73 2.38
NAND 2 2 2 0.25 0.92 0.92 0.31 2.38 2.73 2.72 2.49
XOR 9 5 6 1.99 2.70 2.70 1.99 12.08 12.48 12.47 12.09

MUX2e 9 3 2 5 2.31 2.31 2.31 1.65 1.64 1.64 2.31 1.64 9.23 9.21 9.23 8.88 8.89 8.88 9.24 8.89
D-Latchf 11 3 6 2.56 2.56 2.56 1.84 1.84 2.56 1.84 1.84 11.20 11.15 11.15 10.80 10.80 11.15 10.80 10.80

a Technology parameters taken from Table Ia, simulation parameters are: γshape = GAUSSIAN, Tstep = 1E-17 s, γslope = 1E-12 s for fclk = 25 GHz, and γslope = 1E-13 s
for fclk = 100 GHz, all characterizations executed with test bench depicted in Fig. 6.

b Related layouts are depicted in Fig. 8.
c Each tile contains 5x5 QCA cells, see also [28], [40].
d Delay is measured in numbers of clock zones a signal must pass from input to output pin. Having in mind that the clocks of the clock zones are shifted by quarters of the

clock period, the actual delay follows from: 1
4∗fclk

× Delay [clk zones].
e Input order is A-B-S.
f Input order is D-C, input assignment order is /Z-D-C with /Z being the former state of Z.

above. To this end, the layout data for the gates and structures,
together with the tool, have been made publicly available
at [38] so that designers can generate the respectively needed
model.

The resulting model is obviously much more accurate
for QCA designs as conventional metrics applied thus far.
However, also compared to more related endeavors such as
reported in [41], much more precision is obtained. In fact,
the model proposed in [41] simply combines the physical
aspects area and delay in a simple single formula. By this,
they provide a cost function which artificially considers two
complementary cost issues as a single optimization criterion
although they would require a multi-objective optimization
approach. Besides that, this model completely ignores energy
dissipation which is crucial for a technology such as QCA that
is mainly motivated by its energy efficiency.4

Overall, Table IV provides the first model for QCA circuits
which is applicable for logic synthesis of QCA circuits and,
at the same time, comprehensively considers all important
physical aspects of this emerging technology.

V. ACCURACY OF THE MODEL
AND EFFECT OF INTERCONNECTIONS

In order to estimate the accuracy of the proposed model,
we compared the values obtained by the model proposed in
Table IV with actual physical values obtained by simulations
with the tool QCADesigner-E presented in Section III. More
precisely, we considered five representative QCA circuits

4Provided the already discussed drawbacks, it is almost negligible that the
model from [41] does not consider interconnections, although they have a
significant impact to the overall energy dissipation (as shown in the next
section).

and explicitly implemented as well as analyzed them (as
a whole) in the tool QCADesigner-E—yielding simulation
results of their physical costs. Afterwards, we considered the
logical structure of those circuits and extracted elementary
components in terms of minimal sized units, i. e. gates and
interconnection elements with size one. Using the extracted
components and the proposed model from Table IV, we
determined the corresponding model values for area, delay, and
energy dissipation for all possible assignments of the circuit’s
primary inputs—yielding the model results of their physical
costs.

The comparison of both costs is summarized in Table V—
providing the minimal, maximal, and average difference of the
model values to the values obtained from QCADesigner-E. In
fact, area and delay can be abstracted with basically perfect
precision to the logical level. But also with respect to energy
dissipation, the proposed model turns out to be rather accurate.
In fact, the abstracted values from the model are off from the
actual physical values by at most 5 %. This is more than
sufficient for a consideration at the logical level and confirms
the accuracy of the model.

Besides that, we also used the model to evaluate the effect
of interconnection elements such as wires or fanouts in the
costs considerations of QCA circuits. To this end, recall that
existing synthesis approaches for QCA circuits usually ignore
these elements and solely focus on the logic components,
i. e. the gates [9]–[12], [41]. This might be motivated by
the fact that interconnections are also frequently ignored by
logic synthesis approaches proposed for conventional circuitry.
However, as shown by our findings from above and reflected in
the proposed model from Table IV, interconnection elements
may have a significant impact to the overall costs.

In order to evaluate that, we conducted the same comparison
as discussed above and summarized in Table V—just with
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TABLE V: Error of proposed model

Area Delay
Energy Dissipation

Slow Fast
Min Max Avg Min Max Avg

XOR 0 % 0 % 3 % 4 % 3 % 3 % 3 % 3 %
MUX2 0 % 0 % 2 % 2 % 2 % 0 % 1 % 1 %
D-Latch 0 % 0 % 1 % 2 % 1 % 0 % 1 % 0 %
10INV chain 0 % 0 % 0 % 0 % 0 % 1 % 1 % 1 %
Full-Adder 0 % 0 % 3 % 3 % 3 % 4 % 4 % 4 %

TABLE VI: Error without interconnection modeling

Area Delay
Energy Dissipation

Slow Fast
Min Max Avg Min Max Avg

XOR 56 % 63 % 20 % 24 % 22 % 35 % 36 % 35 %
MUX2 56 % 80 % 18 % 26 % 22 % 40 % 42 % 41 %
D-Latch 64 % 50 % 26 % 34 % 30 % 50 % 52 % 51 %
10INV chain 47 % 47 % 38 % 38 % 38 % 39 % 39 % 39 %
Full-Adder 88 % 79 % 83 % 84 % 84 % 83 % 83 % 83 %

the difference that we completely ignored all interconnections
when determining the model costs (i. e. we basically ignored
all interconnection elements in Table IV and assumed all
costs of these elements to be zero). The obtained results are
summarized in Table VI. This clearly confirms the importance
of interconnections in QCA circuits. In fact, not considering
interconnections yields model values which are off by at
least 20 %—in most of the cases much higher errors can
be observed. Obviously, this is unacceptable for a proper
abstraction and, hence, synthesis approaches have to explicitly
take the interconnections of the circuit into consideration if
they are aiming for producing QCA circuits that are accurately
optimized with respect to physical costs in terms of area, delay,
and energy dissipation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we proposed a model for the logic synthesis
of QCA circuits that, for the first time, considers and abstracts
all main physical aspects of this emerging technology—in
particular, energy dissipation which is essential for a tech-
nology that is mainly motivated by its energy efficiency. To
this end, we reviewed in detail how energy flows in QCA
systems can be precisely modeled as well as analyzed and
provided a corresponding analysis methodology as well as
a tool (QCADesigner-E) that implements this methodology.
The tool as well as layout data allowing the consideration of
further QCA technology parameters have been made publicly
available at [38].

Based on that, a model for logic synthesis was derived
which basically is summarized in Table IV. Comparisons with
actual physical values determined by simulations within the
QCADesigner-E tool confirmed the accuracy of the proposed
model.

The findings and the resulting model allow to re-think how
logic synthesis of QCA circuits shall be conducted in the
future. The main lessons learned are summarized by (1) the
new cost functions which should be considered (i. e. Table IV)
as well as (2) the fact that interconnections matter in this tech-
nology and should not be ignored (as frequently done in logic
synthesis for conventional circuitry but also all proposed cost

metrics proposed for QCA circuits thus far). This eventually
provides the basis for a new generation of synthesis approaches
at the logic level that are explicitly dedicated to the QCA
technology.
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